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Summary

The importance of forest products to the households who live in or close to the forests has been increasingly recognised over the past ten years. The numbers of people who in some way rely on the forest for survival or livelihood inputs is difficult to assess, and estimates vary widely. The authors of this paper argue that these are not the most appropriate measures of the importance of forests to users, and propose an approach that disaggregates the subject. A typology of different types of users is put forward that recognises the varied nature of relationships of people to forests and forest products, and the impact on them of changes in economic, cultural and social conditions. It is by understanding these patterns of use and change that management can correctly match institutional change to changing patterns of demand, use and supply, and support both “forest-dependent” and “forest-related” people in appropriate ways.
The CGIAR System

The Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) is an informal association of 41 public and private sector donors that supports a network of sixteen international agricultural research institutes, CIFOR being the newest of these. The Group was established in 1971. The CGIAR Centers are part of a global agricultural research system which endeavour to apply international scientific capacity to solution of the problems of the world’s disadvantaged people.

CIFOR

CIFOR was established under the CGIAR system in response to global concerns about the social, environmental and economic consequences of loss and degradation of forests. It operates through a series of highly decentralised partnerships with key institutions and/or individuals throughout the developing and industrialised worlds. The nature and duration of these partnerships are determined by the specific research problems being addressed. This research agenda is under constant review and is subject to change as the partners recognise new opportunities and problems.
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What Futures for the People of the Tropical Forests?

Neil Byron and Michael Arnold¹

Summary

The importance of forest products to the households who live in or close to the forests has been increasingly recognised over the past ten years. The numbers of people who in some way rely on the forest for survival or livelihood inputs is difficult to assess, and estimates vary widely. The authors of this paper argue that these are not the most appropriate measures of the importance of forests to users, and propose an approach that disaggregates the subject. A typology of different types of users is put forward that recognises the varied nature of relationships of people to forests and forest products, and the impact on them of changes in economic, cultural and social conditions. It is by understanding these patterns of use and change that management can correctly match institutional change to changing patterns of demand, use and supply, and support both “forest-dependent” and “forest-related” people in appropriate ways.

FOREST DEPENDENT PEOPLE?

Over the past decade, environmental and developmental concerns have converged, with the increasing interest in both tropical forests as an important ecosystem, and in the well-being of people who live in or near them. The importance of forests and of Non-Timber Forest Products (NTFP) to the quality of life and even survival of very large numbers of poor rural people in tropical developing countries now seems indisputable (Ruiz Pérez and Arnold 1996).

Yet very great uncertainty persists about who these “forest-dependent people” are, and where they can be found. Estimates of the numbers of people involved range from perhaps 1 million to 250 million (Pimental et al., 1997), to over 500 million (Lynch and Talbot 1992), to over 1 billion (WCFSD 1997). Much of the discrepancy can be explained by the ambiguity (or complete lack) of definitions.

Frequently the estimates of the “numbers of people practising shifting cultivation” have been cited, although this is by no means synonymous with “numbers of people generating much of their livelihood from forests” (Estimates of the number of shifting cultivators suffer from equally confused terminology and absence of rigorous definition). Some studies refer to the number of people who are totally dependant on forests – deriving their entire subsistence from forests, such as hunter gatherers (a definition that, though explicit, is difficult to apply). At the other extreme are estimates which include as “forest dependent” anyone who ever makes any opportunistic use of some product from the forest, or even trees outside forests. For example, Pimental et al. (1997) apparently include all people who collect, use or sell NTFP, the people who harvest cultivated trees from farm lands, even workers on tea estates and banana plantations, as “forest dependent”. Lynch and Talbot (1992) estimate the number of people living in or near forest reserves as 500-600 million in Asia alone. However, “proximity to forests” is not synonymous with “forest dependence”, although clearly the two are related.

Many urban households, particularly in Africa, rely on fuelwood which they purchase, and there seems no feasible substitute for the foreseeable future. Does this mean that they are “dependent” on the forests from which their supplies come? Similarly many people rely on purchased traditional forest-sourced medicines, for both cultural and price reasons. But that does not necessarily mean that they have a relationship with the forest. Thinking about this type of “commercial-consumer/user dependency” illustrates what a diverse array of situations have been lumped together under this rubric, and that “the line has never been drawn” about which groups are counted in the disparate estimates of forest-dependent peoples. Is it reasonable, or meaningful, to argue that both artisans and crafts-people who use forest products and subsistence hunter-gatherers living in forests, are “forest dependent” – given that their linkages to the forest are clearly so different?

The existing literature is thus quite unsatisfactory for developing an understanding of the types of rela-
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tionships that exist between tropical forests and the people who currently use them, benefit from them and frequently protect and manage them. One purpose of this paper is to elaborate the different contexts in which different types of people depend either on the forests per se, or specific products from them (e.g., medicines, fuel, fodder, craft woods). Even more importantly, we explore the way the people-forest-NTFP relationships are changing over time.

While detailed case studies of specific contexts have been conducted and reported in the literature – e.g., an Amazonian tribe living in the forests, collectors and traders of NTFP in West Africa, India or Southeast Asia – many of these studies have only partially documented the relationship between local forest users and the forests they use or depend upon. Even fewer have considered that relationship’s future. From a policy perspective, even more important than such a “snapshot” is to understand how these people-forest relationships might change over time, in particular economic, cultural and political contexts. While it is important to know whether there are 100 million or 1000 million people currently actively using forests and forest products, it is even more important to develop a deeper understanding of the relationships and the dynamics.

The condition of “dependence” is defined as “to rely for support” (Webster), or “to be unable to do without” or “need for success” (Oxford). Much use of forest outputs clearly does not carry this connotation. Many users have alternatives, and use forest outputs as a matter of choice, not necessity. But some are dependent in the literal sense that their condition would worsen if they no longer had access to the forest outputs that form an integral part of their livelihood systems.

We argue that there are fundamentally different types of users, which can be summarised crudely as ranging from “those who choose to generate much of their livelihood from forests because it is an attractive, viable option”, across a spectrum to “those for whom forest dependency is a livelihood of last resort – a symptom of their limited options and/or poverty – which they will abandon as soon as any plausible option emerges”. In many cases, there is also a strong cultural or spiritual element in the people-forest relationships, while in others it is primarily an economic choice (broadly defining economic to include non-monetary benefits.)

Particularly in developing policies that are devolving authority and responsibility for managing forests to local communities, it is crucial to assess whether the number of people willing and able to participate in forest management is likely to increase or decrease or, more realistically, why it might increase in some places while declining rapidly in others. It is extremely important, especially for assessing the impacts of policy reforms, to have a very clear idea of who and where are the affected groups and how might they be affected. Which of them can and most likely will move away from their present levels of forest or NTFP use? Which of them need to continue to be able to draw on forests? What are the implications for policy and management of these very different scenarios?

Another aspect that also has to be addressed is how much of the flows of “forest” products actually comes from forests, as distinct from tree stocks and formations such as bush fallow and farm trees that occur outside the forest? Though our interest here is in people’s linkages with forests, many users do not make this distinction, and we therefore need to recognise this continuum between forest and non-forest.

We therefore seek to deconstruct the term and the concept of “forest-dependent people”, to expose the great diversity of situations that have previously been lumped together, in order to better understand the current situations and, even more importantly, to recognise the divergent trends which appear to face different groups. We seek to clarify the debate by presenting a series of identifiable categories, illustrated by examples from specific contexts. But we will resist the temptation to undertake a global “head-count” as we believe it is far more important to understand the nature and the importance of the relationships between local forest users/managers and their forests, and then how these relationships might change and adapt over time. Simply adding the numbers of “forest-dependent people” is not very useful and almost certainly soon out of date, even if initially plausible, because of the rapid changes in these relationships which we observe in certain countries. The number of people concerned is not the only, or the best, indicator of the importance of this topic.

Moreover, the basis for making useful estimates of the numbers of people who draw on forest outputs for a specified proportion of their inputs simply does not exist. Relatively few surveys record the numbers of users, especially if much of that use is of a subsistence nature, and even less on the magnitude or value of that use to the users. Furthermore, the importance of
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2 As most production, trade and use of forest products for household consumption occurs in the informal sector, much of it outside the market economy, very little is recorded. Most information has to be derived from case studies and special surveys. Even these frequently encounter difficulties in capturing accurate information on household incomes (because of people’s widespread reluctance to disclose such information), in providing information about the value of subsistence uses, and in separating out that part of household incomes and costs that is attributable to forest product activities. There are also considerable difficulties in identifying which NTFP supplies come from forests, as distinct from farm bush and other tree formations and stocks outside forests.
household use lies not always in its magnitude, or even its share of total household inputs, but in the way it helps meet particular household needs. The estimates that have been advanced as numbers “dependent” on forests, and the extent of their dependency, are therefore likely to be significantly wrong, and could be very misleading.

In the following section we summarise the diverse ways in which forests are extremely important to particular people in particular contexts, the nature and consequences of the changes in these relationships, and examine measures of importance that are far more informative (but more complex) than simple estimates of “numbers of people generating all or part of their livelihood from forest activities” or living in/near forest reserves. The third section establishes a “typology” to identify the likely importance of forests to different categories of households. The final section considers possible alternative futures — how the different contexts described in the typology might develop in future. We hypothesise that the persistence of viable local management groups will depend greatly on how the different types of people-forest relationships respond to economic, social and political changes which either reinforce or erode people’s incentives and capabilities to practise local forest management.

THE LOCAL IMPORTANCE OF TROPICAL FORESTS: FOOD, FUEL, MEDICINES & HOUSEHOLD INCOMES

For millions of people living in forest environments, the forest forms such a dominant part of their physical, material, economic and spiritual lives that its importance is not most appropriately described and assessed in terms of the individual products or services that the forest provides. The forest, as well as providing a wealth of material outputs of subsistence or commercial value, is the basis for livelihood systems based on hunting and gathering, or of rotational agriculture systems that depend on the ability of bush fallow to revive the productivity of the land. The forest thus constitutes an integral part of the habitat and of the social and cultural structure of those living within it. It should therefore be assessed and measured in toto, recognising that physical, extractable non-timber forest products are only a limited subset of that whole.

However, a far larger proportion of users of forest outputs live in situations in which they are less intimately linked to forests. Forest products, though important, form a lesser part of the household livelihood system. To understand their relationships to the forest we do need to examine and understand the nature and dynamics of their particular uses of forest products.

Forest products, nutrition and health

Forests and forest trees are the sources of a variety of foods, that supplement and complement what is obtained from agriculture, of fuels with which to cook food, and of a wide range of medicines and other products that contribute to health and hygiene. Probably the majority of rural households in developing countries, and a large proportion of urban households, depend on plant and animal products of forests to meet some part of their nutritional, cooking and/or health needs.

Forest foods seldom provide the bulk, staple items that people eat. For the majority of rural people, forest foods add variety to diets, improve palatability, and provide essential vitamins, minerals, protein and calories. The quantities consumed may not be great in comparison to the main food staples, but they often form an essential part of people’s diets.

Forest foods are most extensively used to help meet dietary shortfalls during particular seasons in the year. Many agricultural communities suffer from seasonal food shortages, which commonly occur at the time of year when stored food supplies have dwindled and harvest new crops is only just beginning. Forest and farm tree products are also valued during the peak agricultural labour period, when less time is available for cooking and people consume more snack foods.

Forests are especially important as a source of foods during emergency periods such as floods, famines, droughts and wars. Often these food resources differ from resources exploited in other periods. In famine periods, roots, tubers, rhizomes and nuts are most sought after. They are characteristically energy rich, but often require lengthy processing.

Supplies of wood fuels influence nutrition through their impact on the availability of cooked food. If there is less fuel (or time) for cooking, consumption of uncooked and reheated food may increase. This may cause a serious rise in disease incidence as few uncooked foods can be properly digested, and cooking is necessary to remove parasites. A decrease in the number of meals provided may have a particularly damaging effect on child nutrition, as children may be unable to consume enough of often an over-starchy staple food in one meal (Cecelski 1987; Falconer 1989).

---

3 This section draws on studies which have synthesised large amounts of material from case studies from ethnobotany, anthropology, geography and other disciplines, on forest product output and use in particular situations (de Beer and McDermott 1989; Falconer and Arnold 1989; Falconer 1990; FAO 1995; Townson 1995a).
Medicinal usage of forest products tends to overlap with that of forest foods; indeed particular items added to foods serve both to improve palatability and act as a health tonic or prophylactic. There are also often strong links between medicinal use and cultural values; for example, where illnesses are thought to be due to spiritual causes, or plants have acquired symbolic importance as treatments.

Income from forest product activities

Very large numbers of households also generate some of their income from selling forest products. Most such commercial forest product activities are conducted part-time by farm households which cannot raise enough to be food self-sufficient year round. For most users, the importance of forest products income is usually more in the way it fills gaps and complements other income, than in its absolute magnitude or share of overall household income.

Income-earning activities based on marketable forest products may be seasonal or year-round, or may be occasional when supplementary cash income is needed. There are several dimensions to the seasonality of forest-based income-generating activities. Some are governed by seasonally induced cash needs, such as the need for income to buy food during the “hunger period” between harvests, or to purchase farm inputs. Other activities are seasonal largely because the crop or material can only be gathered at certain times of year. The fluctuation in timing of other forest product activities is dictated by the seasonality of other activities, such as demand for baskets needed at harvest time, and the surge in demand for many items as agricultural incomes peak. Some activities are also linked to fluctuations in availability of labour, and decline in agricultural and planting seasons, or are phased to take advantage of slack periods. Often these pressures work in conjunction one with another, within sequences in which one activity’s output becomes another’s input – e.g., generating income from forest products in order to purchase seeds, hire labour for cultivation or generate working capital for trading activities (Leach and Fairhead 1994). Forest products can also provide a source of “windfall” income; a good crop providing a valuable injection of cash, enabling people to clear their debts or accumulate some capital (de Beer and McDermott 1989).

Forest product activities also can provide an important supplemental source of income that people can fall back on in times of crop failure or shortfall, or in order to cope with some other form of emergency. Forests are therefore often very important as an economic buffer and safety net for poor households.

Where people have had relatively unrestricted access to forests, forest foods and forest products income are often particularly important for poorer groups within the community. Though it is often the wealthier in a community, with more resources to devote to forest gathering and production, who are the heaviest users (Madge 1990; Cavendish 1996; Ogle 1996), the poor usually derive a greater share of their overall needs from forest products and activities (Belsky 1985; Fernandes et al. 1988; Hecht et al. 1988; Siebert and Jodha 1990; Gunatilake et al. 1993). The characteristics of easy access to the resource and low entry thresholds enable many women to generate income from forest products activities. Such activities are often an important source of the income that women need to meet the costs of feeding and clothing the family, and they can be more dependent on such income than men (e.g., Hopkins et al. 1994).

In short, if we are to arrive at meaningful estimates of the importance of forests and forest products to people in their vicinity, we need to focus on measures that reflect the diversity of situation that exists, and the fact that for most this importance is best expressed in qualitative rather than quantitative terms. To do otherwise could prove to be very misleading. In the one region in which household survey results over large areas and populations do give us some basis for estimating numbers of people involved, Africa south of the Sahara, it appears that roughly 15 million people, about 4 per cent of the rural population, obtain some of their income from forest products. As there are generally only one or two members of a household engaged in these activities, this could mean that 60 to 70 million people are living in households that could benefit from this income.

Only a small proportion of this number is living in or adjacent to forests; most are in more sparsely wood-ed parts of the region, and much of their supply of “forest” products comes from outside forests. In one of the surveys of a population in a forest zone, in southern Ghana, where 10 per cent of the population were generating some income from forest product activities,  
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4 Information about the magnitude and role of forest product income in the household is weak, reflecting difficulties encountered in eliciting accurate information about household income, and the fact that a forest-based activity usually constitutes just one activity within an agricultural household. It then becomes difficult to separate out the part of household time, costs, returns, etc., that is attributable just to that activity. In addition, very few studies exist that identify how household income from forest product activities is spent.
only a minority of those involved reported that it was a major source. But more than 70 per cent stated that it was important in helping them meet particular needs, or because of its timing, or in absolute terms (Townson 1995b).

To focus on numbers of people directly obtaining income from forests would therefore, at least in Africa, lead us to conclude that this involves a rather small share of the rural population. To narrow our concern down just to those who obtain the greater part of their inputs from forest products, would diminish our target population much further. The dangers of adopting this approach become even more evident when we look at how the relationships between people and forests are changing.

**Patterns of change in access to forests and use of forest products**

**Changes in subsistence use**

In some situations subsistence use of forest products appears to be dwindling, as people rely to a greater extent on food purchasing, as famine relief programmes become more effective, or as improved supplies of food crops have diminished the need to depend on forest foods. In Vanuatu, for instance, the introduction of the sweet potato, which can be planted at any time and produce an edible crop within three months, and manioc, which can be left unharvested for up to two years, has made the traditional emergency foods of wild taro, arrowroot, wild yams and sago virtually obsolete (Olsson 1991).

Other changes that reduce the role that forest food plays in household nutrition may reflect penetration of rural markets by new food products, changing tastes or decreased availability. However, the latter may reflect changes in the availability or allocation of a household’s supply of labour rather than physical shortage of the product. As the pressures on women’s time increase they may no longer have as much time for gathering forest foods. As children spend more time in school than in the fields and the bush, the opportunity to learn about which plants can be consumed, and which cannot, is reduced. Sedentarisation is another widespread change that distances people from the food sources they used to be familiar with, constraining people’s use of these foods even when they are still available and important for dietary balance (Melnyk 1993).

However, a frequent cause of reduced subsistence use is likely to be shortages. These may be physical shortages due to over-use, shortages due to increasing restrictions on access to supplies, or economic shortages due to rising costs or/and growing competition for supplies. The needs of the poor for income from forest product activities can result in the diversion of supplies from own consumption to the market. A recent village study in Vietnam, for instance, found that forest vegetables, bamboo shoots and mushrooms that were collected and eaten by wealthier households, had to be sold in poorer households in order to be able to buy rice (Nguyen Thi Yen et al. 1994).

Some changes in subsistence use therefore reflect choice; part of the process of evolution to a different livelihood level in which forest inputs have a lesser role. Some are responses to pressures that make it less possible for the household to maintain the same level of use. Nevertheless, it is clear that in general subsistence use continues to be very large, even where people are becoming increasingly integrated into the market economy. Also, the buffer role of the forest – as a food and fodder resource that enables people to survive periods of agricultural shortfalls – continues to be very important for many people (Falconer 1994; Ogle 1996).

**Patterns of change in income-generating activities**

In some situations households are becoming more reliant on income from tree product activities, while in others they are moving away from involvement. At the same time, some kinds of forest product activities are expanding while others are stagnating or declining. If we are to understand where access to forest outputs is likely to be important in the future, it will be necessary to be able to identify and understand these differential patterns of change.

**Market factors**

The level of output in some activities is changing because of the nature of the markets into which the product is sold. Though some products have large, diversified and stable markets, others face highly
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5 Much of forest products employment in Africa is in activities of “last resort”, reflecting the extreme poverty, stagnation of agriculture and lack of alternatives in the rural areas of that region. As such conditions are not widespread in the other two regions, it seems unlikely that they would exhibit such high densities of forest product involvement as is found in Africa, except in more remote parts of the Indian sub-continent, Indochina and inland China.
volatile markets, or demand that is seasonal and subject to sharp price fluctuations. Production of some of the “extractive” products for industrial markets, for instance, is susceptible to major changes in market requirements, and to shifts to domesticated or synthetic sources of supply (May et al. 1985; Afsah 1992; Browder 1992; Homma 1996).

Domestic markets for forest products may provide more stable avenues for development. The large component of forest products activities in the rural sector reflects the size of rural markets for these products, and their dispersion across large areas with a relatively poor transport infrastructure, so that they are more effectively supplied locally (FAO 1987). Increasingly it also reflects demand from growing urban populations for some of these products. In many countries the domestic product trades are much larger, involve many more people, and are likely to develop in less disruptive ways than trade in products serving external markets. In Ghana, for instance, a national household survey in 1992 found that even in the city of Accra more than three-quarters of all households purchased one or more of five forest products; with as high or higher proportions of purchasers recorded in the rest of the country (Townson 1995).

However, some forest products used domestically are “inferior goods” that fall out of consumption patterns as incomes rise – some forest foods being displaced by more convenient purchased foods for example. Others, such as mats, are vulnerable to competition from factory-made alternatives as improved transport infrastructure opens up rural areas to outside supplies. But demand for other (“normal” or “luxury”) goods rises with prosperity. The market prospects for products will also differ according to the phase of the market cycle they are in – i.e., are these emergent, expanding, mature or declining markets?

Production factors

The evolution of some activities is conditioned by the fact that features of their production or distribution process enable or prevent the component enterprises increasing in size, or adding extra value by diversifying into additional stages of the process, or organising the process more efficiently. For example, such factors seem to contribute to the finding in small enterprise surveys in eastern and southern Africa that employment in woodworking has been growing ten times faster than employment in mat and basket making activities (Arnold et al. 1994).

Other reasons for growth or decline are to be found within the individual enterprise. The opportunities to generate income from expanding forest product activities may require managerial or particular technical skills, or access to capital or credit, and will therefore be available only to some. Despite the importance of such activities to the poor, they are therefore less likely than wealthy neighbours, or outsiders, to be able to exploit the opportunities that new or upgraded markets present. This is of particular importance given the concentration of poor households in forest output activities.

Another powerful factor is the availability, and relative attractiveness, of alternative ways of earning income. Many forest product activities are time consuming, often tedious and arduous, and generate very low returns. They are consequently likely to be abandoned once more rewarding and congenial alternatives become available, or as increasing pressures on household labour resources make such low value labour intensive activities no longer competitive. Others are likely to be attractive only temporarily, for example, wood fuel production and sales by immigrants or young men in the process of clearing land in order to create their own farms.

Access to forests

Access to a usable resource is of course another major factor. Problems of selective over-use, resulting in rising costs and values of sought after species and products (Homma 1996; Wilkie and Godoy 1996), are frequently aggravated by measures that alienate the resource to the state or result in de facto privatisation by the wealthier and more powerful of the users. Many users are progressively restricted in their choice to resources available in bush fallow and farm bush on lands over which they have some measure of individual control – and to resources they can create by growing trees on their farms.

Tree management decisions by farmers reflect much more than just diminishing stocks of naturally occurring tree stocks. Historically, the place of trees on farms has usually been shaped primarily by growing pressures on limited amounts of arable land. However, as farm households have increasingly to depend on income earned from employment off-farm, labour rather than land is widely becoming the main resource limitation determining farmer options. Because the growing of trees requires lower inputs of labour to establish and maintain than most other crops, such shifts in the ratio of labour to land can encourage greater reliance on tree crops, in a number of different circumstances. In many places, the focus of rural households’ supply of some “forest” products is steadily shifting from the forest to the farm.

* In order of importance by value: wood fuels, palm wine and spirit distilled from palm wine, bushmeat, snails, furniture and shea butter (Townson 1995b).
However, this shift is only possible for those who have access to land, and sufficient resources to work the land. Reduced access to forest sources of the products they need is consequently often reducing the ability of small farmers, landless households, and others among the poor to continue to participate in forest output activities. In addition, farm trees can provide only some of the outputs that people previously obtained from forests; they are therefore not a full substitute for the latter.

Re-assessing “forest dependency”

To summarise, a very large share of rural populations, and many urban households, in developing countries still include one or more forest or tree foods in their diets, cook their food using wood fuels, and rely on traditional medicines from plant and animal products. Though the share of such products in overall nutrition and health may often be declining, and supplies are increasingly coming from managed tree stocks rather than natural forests, the numbers of users may be expanding. Tens of millions of people also generate some of their income from forest products; and the importance of this clearly is growing.

Some of these changes reflect shifts in consumption patterns and habits, and the emergence of more productive or attractive options, as economies grow and incomes rise. Others are changes enforced by competition, rising costs and declining availability. With such diversity of situation, it is difficult, and could be misleading, to try and draw conclusions of general application. This is all the more so because of the wide variation in needs and use of forest outputs within most situations between richer and poorer within a community, and within a household between men and women, and even between age groups.

Nevertheless, some general patterns can be discerned. In situations where population is growing faster than per capita incomes, forest product activities emerge largely to absorb people unable to obtain income, or sufficient income, from agriculture or wage employment. This situation is likely to be characterised by labour-intensive, low-return, typically household-based, activities such as collecting and mat making.

In situations where per capita incomes are rising, growth is more likely to be demand-driven, and low-return, labour-intensive activities tend to give way to more productive and remunerative activities such as vending, trading and activities to meet growing and diversifying rural demands. At that stage, production and selling of forest products increasingly shifts from a part-time activity by very large numbers of people to more specialised year-round operations by a smaller share of the population (Haggblade and Liedholm 1991; Liedholm and Mead 1993).

Over time, therefore, we can expect some forest products to become increasingly important. Others, in contrast, will fall out of use, and cause some forest product activities to become redundant and decline. In particular, those that generate only marginal returns to those engaged in their harvest and sale are unlikely to survive as costs rise and competition intensifies, or will persist only as long as the participants have no better option.

This shift is complicated by the fact that forests and forest product activities often play an important buffer role during the process of growth and change; a source of products and income that people can fall back on temporarily if need be. It therefore cannot be assumed, as people’s use of forest products diminishes, that this necessarily removes the “safety net” role of the forest.

These complex relationships cannot be assessed by uni-dimensional criteria, and cannot be merely described as “forest dependency” without a serious loss of important information. In the following section we attempt a typology of these relationships in which people use and rely on the forests, and the reciprocal side of the relationship – what each group puts back into the forests, in terms of their protection and management. Then we can consider the forces for change in people’s use of the forests, and consider the implications of such changes for the question of: who will manage the forests, for what purposes? In preparing for the devolution of decision-making and responsibility for forest stewardship to local forest-based communities, it will be essential to assess, for each specific context, the continuing interest, willingness and capacity to protect and manage forests, as the available set of socio-economic alternatives expands with development.

TYPES OF PEOPLE-FOREST RELATIONSHIPS

In this section we propose a typology of different kinds of users, identify for each type the nature of the relationship to forests and forest outputs, the importance of the forest outputs in the livelihood system in question, and the likely impacts of change. There are several dimensions of such a typology, reflecting different aspects of their role and importance:

---

7 A study in a forested area in Sierra Leone, for instance, found that only 14 per cent of all hunted or collected foodstuffs derived from the forest itself, and 32 per cent of the medicinal plants (Davies and Richards 1991).
• Participation in forest output activities: reflecting the frequency or timing of use of forest products, and the extent to which household labour is allocated to these activities.

• Role of forest products in household livelihood systems: their importance as a share of household inputs, and in meeting household livelihood strategy objectives.

• Impact of reduced access to forests: does the forest serve as a [critical] economic and ecological buffer for its users, or are their alternatives, such as trees outside the forests or non-forest/tree sources of needed inputs and income?

• Likely future importance of forest outputs: do users face a growing or declining demand for forest outputs; or the potential for expanded or decreased involvement in production and trade in forest products (relative to alternatives)?

These are broken down and spelled out in more detail in Table 1. They underlie the assessment set out below of a number of broad types of people-forest situations. The first covers populations living within a forest environment; principally hunter-gatherers and those practising long-rotation shifting cultivation. The second encompasses populations in a predominantly agricultural landscape, and practising livelihood systems in which they continue to rely on being able to draw on adjacent areas of forest and woodland to supplement what they can produce on farm. The third includes people and households who draw on forests indirectly, e.g., as traders, further processors, employees, etc. and are not necessarily living in or near forests.

There are not clear cut boundaries either between or within these component parts of the whole. For instance, at the edges of forests shifting cultivation grades gradually into rotational agriculture. Similarly, the agriculture-plus-forest-input category ranges all the way from rotational bush fallow subsistence agriculture to predominantly commercial agriculture systems. Equally importantly, there is often a wide range of different levels and patterns of people-forest relationship even within a single situation. Nevertheless, such a framework does help in capturing some of the salient features of the variation in people-forest relationships.

Populations living within forests

Hunters and gatherers

Forests provide the main sources of livelihood, and are usually of very great cultural importance. Any change in the extent and quality of the forest, or in access to traditional forest areas, is likely to be very disruptive of traditional use and activity patterns.

Some populations (e.g., in parts of the Amazon basin (Grenand and Grenand 1996)) have managed to retain predominantly subsistence and self-reliant ways of life. Most, however, are increasingly affected by exposure to market forces. Where this is the case they tend to be highly dependent on middlemen for access to outside markets for sale of their products, and for supplies of outside goods (Peluso 1986; Afseh 1992; Browder 1992). Despite romantic notions of “affluent subsistence” life is typically tough and short, with generally low returns per effort expended.

The direction and impacts of change are likely to be very variable. When exposed to external pressures and opportunities (e.g., from logging companies), some indigenous peoples are assimilated, others cling to traditional ways, while others (such as Dayaks in Malaysian and Indonesian Borneo) seek to find a middle road – to adapt to and absorb what suits them from modern industry and society, while retaining traditional cultural and social values, by alternating between the forest village and the industrial workplace.

Shifting cultivators

The forest forms the starting point for crop agriculture in areas of cleared forest, alternating with long periods of forest fallow. Such shifting cultivation is supplemented by gathering and hunting inputs from the forest, and from the bush fallow. The cultural importance of the forest is typically very strong.

Any decline in the forest area available for the system, typically because of alienation by the state, encroachment or/and increasing population pressure, is likely to lead to shortened fallow periods, declining productivity, progressive degradation of remaining forest, and increasing reliance on fallow and farm as the source of “forest” products. Exposure to the needs and opportunities to earn income from outside wage employment can also diminish the availability of the labour needed to sustain the system, causing the abandonment of low-value labour-intensive forest product gathering activities.

Shifting cultivation systems, like hunting and gathering, consequently seldom provide a basis for livelihood improvement and they are often difficult to sustain, even at present levels. Both are likely to decline as expanding rural infrastructure improves the prospects for more intensive agriculture and wage employment. However, increasing market opportunities and pressures may enable people to stabilise their situation by shifting to agro-forest systems that provide more productive use of the forest area remaining available to them (e.g., durian gardens in West Kalimantan (Peluso and Padoch 1996)).
Table 1. Some sets of criteria for assessing the importance of/degree of reliance on forest outputs (with illustrative examples)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PARTICIPATION IN FOREST OUTPUT ACTIVITY</strong> (labour allocation)</td>
<td>Year round</td>
<td>Full time activity (e.g., carpenter, trader, employee) or continuous part-time component of household activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Periodic</td>
<td>To fill seasonal gaps or to exploit seasonal availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temporary</td>
<td>By new farmers establishing farms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occasional</td>
<td>A buffer in hard times, meeting one-off costs (e.g., marriages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROLE IN LIVELIHOOD SYSTEMS</strong></td>
<td>Central-fundamental</td>
<td>Forest-dwelling hunter-gatherer and subsistence (true shifting cultivation) populations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Major important</td>
<td>Substantial share of household inputs; important supplementary role (seasonal income, dietary inputs); basis for livelihood enhancement (e.g., more profitable activity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minor but significant</td>
<td>Improves palatability of diets; opportunities/windfall source of inputs/income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Risk limitation</td>
<td>Subsistence and economic buffer in hard times; “safety net/last resort” source of income; diversifies household input base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Declining</td>
<td>Items falling out of household consumption patterns; unprofitable activities being abandoned as better alternatives become available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IMPACT OF REDUCED ACCESS TO FORESTS</strong></td>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>(threatens the existence of a community in its present form)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>(causes serious worsening of livelihood situation at least temporarily) e.g., forest foods, income, in time of extended drought or other calamity time/major activity based on forest raw material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modest (transitional)</td>
<td>can switch to source outside forest (bush fallow, etc.) or can switch activity/product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minimal/none</td>
<td>(users already moving away from involvement with forest products) e.g., no longer competitive or better alternatives now available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LIKELY FUTURE IMPORTANCE OF FOREST OUTPUTS</strong></td>
<td>Could increase</td>
<td>(or at least stay as important as at present) due to no better options (for income, low skill, stagnant economy) or depletion of non-forest raw material “dependence” on forest products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Changes in structure; use concentrated on fewer products</td>
<td>growth in use of selected products (providing opportunities for using others; or domesticated and non-forest resources become more important</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Declining, but still important as buffer</td>
<td>in earlier still unstable stages of evolution to a higher income, more as emergency relief/avoidance measures still not adequate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not important</td>
<td>users phasing out (most) forest product activities, due to no remaining demand for many forest products; forest sources no longer competitive; domesticated sources or substitutes; or better livelihood alternatives.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Farming communities drawing upon the forest

Off-farm forest/woodland is drawn upon for inputs that cannot be produced on-farm, or that can be more efficiently supplied from off-farm resources. This reliance is likely to increase when crop yields have been poor, and other sources of income are not available. Increasing exposure to market forces, the access to new markets and new technology that this brings, and the growing internal differentiation within communities that usually follows, can have sharply different impacts on people-forest relationships for different groups within a rural community.

Wealthier farmers and landowners may be substantial users of forest outputs (e.g., fodder). With greater access to labour and capital, they are also usually in a better position to exploit new or expanded market opportunities for forest products as these arise. There are numerous recorded instances of economic or political elites within rural communities restricting the access of poorer members to previously communally available forest resources as the market value of the latter becomes more attractive (e.g., Fernandes et al. 1988). Those with sufficient land, and other income, are also better able to create their own resource of planted trees. The wealthier are also more likely to want to exploit opportunities that new markets and agricultural technologies provide to change the use of land previously under forest or woodland (e.g., Jodha 1990).

Poor farmers and landless families, on the other hand, are likely to continue to rely on being able to draw on nearby forests or woodland. Indeed, their reliance will tend to increase as smaller in farm size or declining farm productivity reduce farmers’ food self-sufficiency. As this happens, their dependence on forest products as a source of income may increase to the point at which some have to sell products that previously they collected for their own use. The poor and landless are also the people for whom the role of the forest as a buffer on which they can draw in times of hardship is particularly important. At the same time, increasing pressures to take wage employment, in order to meet income needs, are likely to mean that they have less time for labour intensive forest product activities, and so become less able to exploit forest product opportunities.

Increasing conflicts consequently often arise between those able and wanting to privatise communal land and resources, and those who continue to need to have access to such resources. This has contributed centrally to the decline of historical collective management systems, and of the resources controlled in this way, and to the difficulties encountered in creating viable contemporary systems (Arnold and Stewart 1991; Shepherd 1992; Davis and Wali 1993). In short, communities made up of component groups with widely different needs, interests and power find it very difficult to agree on how to manage a local forest resource.

A fundamental feature of many situations is thus that it is the poor who would benefit most from being able to continue to draw on forest products, but they are often faced with a diminishing resource and a declining capacity to exploit it. This contributes to the factors — increasing cost and opportunity cost, and declining markets and competitiveness — that often result in forest product activities playing a reduced role in their livelihood systems.

Livelihoods based on commercial forest product activities

Artisans, traders and small enterprise entrepreneurs. Much production, processing and sale of forest products occurs as a part-time activity within farming households. Activities such as mats, baskets and wood fuel vending, which have low skill and capital thresholds of entry, figure prominently among non-farm commercial activities in which the rural poor engage in the absence of other employment opportunities (Fisseha 1987; Liedholm and Mead 1993). For those products for which rural and urban markets grow, processing tends to shift from artisans working part-time from the home to a more full-time workshop basis. Both production and trading also tend to become located in larger rural settlements and towns. With this increasing specialisation and concentration, some products previously traded by households get progressively taken over by outside traders and entrepreneurs.

A growing share of the numbers involved in forest product activities are thus outside the forest — for instance, in areas surveyed in southern and eastern Africa, 14 per cent of all those processing and selling forest products were located in urban areas (Arnold et al. 1994). As these are mainly full-time activities, their association with forest products is strong, but at least one stage removed from the forest. For instance, most of those in carpentry and woodworking, even in rural areas, are likely to acquire their wood raw materials through the timber trade rather than from the forest. While they are likely to be affected by decline in supplies, they are likely to have the resources to be able to shift to other sources, other products or other locations.8

---

8 Thus, the African surveys showed that, although there were high rates of closure among small forest product enterprises, nearly one-half of the entrepreneurs involved started new enterprises - some in forest products, most in non-forest product activities (Arnold et al. 1994).
Employees in forest industries

By far the greater share of those who obtain employment in forest industry activities are in the small enterprises discussed above, rather than in the formal sector. But these are typically very small, averaging less than two persons per enterprise wherever information on their size exists (Fisseha 1987; Townson 1995a). The bulk of those engaged are thus the entrepreneurs and members of their families.

Where larger, modern-sector, forest industries have become established, they can provide a wage employment alternative to local people previously cut off from such options, and enable them to reduce their reliance on more arduous and less rewarding forest product and shifting cultivation activities. However, many forest industry jobs tend to go to outsiders because of the skills required. Also, employment in logging and primary processing in a particular area tends to be relatively short term – they can be classical “boom-and-bust” activities. The employment and income they provide for a while needs to be set against the disruption of existing livelihood systems in forest areas that they can cause.

WHAT ARE THE DEVELOPMENT OPTIONS FOR FOREST PEOPLE?

Thus far we have recognised that there are hundreds of millions of people drawing on products of forests, or trees outside forests, to varying degrees, with different degrees of freedom to choose. Even where the quantity of forest products used is small or infrequent, lack of access to forests can cause severe hardships in emergency conditions.

This may be interpreted as a reflection of the poverty and marginalisation of many of the people involved – who have few buffers or safety nets but the forest. We have also noted that, though access to forest products is so widely important in enabling people to survive in a situation of poverty, this set of activities may be less important in helping people escape from poverty. Many are arduous, labour intensive and less rewarding than alternatives that become available as forest regions are opened up. And, because of their poverty, the poor are often not in a position to take advantage of those growth opportunities that some forest products activities do provide.

Another key point that has emerged is that “forest” products are increasingly coming from sources other than forest – bush fallow, farm trees and other tree stocks outside forests as normally defined. Though the purpose of this paper has been to examine just the extent of people’s dependence on forests, it is clear that we can only understand the role of forests in meeting people’s needs if we recognise this continuum. On occasion management may most appropriately take the form of transforming forest into some form of “agro-forest”, or creating resources with some of the attributes of forests within agricultural systems – home gardens, compound farms, farm woodlots, etc.

The essential question for any government or development agency anxious to help those called “forest-dependent people” is: what would one do? Firstly, we would argue strongly that there is no general panacea or formula, but rather that a detailed assessment needs to be prepared, by (or at least with) those people concerned. This assessment would cover the complete range of the relationships between the people and the forests which they use and/or manage, the current limitations to their livelihoods, and the potentials and desire for change. However, a number of broad, overlapping, types of situation can be identified:

- **forests continue to be central to livelihood systems**: local people are or should be the principal stakeholders in these forest areas; meeting their needs is likely to be the principal objective of forest management, and this should be reflected in control and tenure arrangements which are centred on them.

- **forest products play an important supplementary and safety net role**: users need security of access to the resources from which they source these products, but are often not the only users in that forest area; forest management and control is likely to be best based on resource-sharing arrangements among several stakeholder groups.

- **forest products play an important role but are more effectively supplied from non-forest sources**: management of forests needs to be geared towards agro-forest structures; control and tenure need to be consistent with the individual (private) rather than collective (common property) forms of governance that this shift is likely to require (Peluso and Padoch 1996).

- **participants need help in exploiting opportunities to increase the benefits they obtain from forest product activities**: constraints in the way of smallholder access to markets need to be removed (Dewees and Scherr 1995); improved access to

---

9 For instance, the estimate from a national small enterprise survey of 237,000 persons employed in small woodworking, carving, wood fuel and cane and grass products enterprises in Zimbabwe in 1991 compares with a reported 16,000 employed in forestry and forest industries in the country in that year (Arnold et al. 1994).
credit, skills, marketing services, etc., may be required (Liedholm and Mead 1993).

- participants need help in moving out of dead-end forest product activities: helping provide them with new options, which are quite likely to be outside forestry.

This wide range of variation in the situation of people who draw upon forests and forest products, clearly needs to be matched by a selective approach to intervention and support. Whereas for the first category secure tenure, control over access and use, and management responsibility over the forests, constitute necessary and sufficient conditions for the continuing well-being of both the people and the forest, for the second category this is less likely to be the best solution and for the third category it could be unhelpful and possibly unworkable. And for those in the fifth category, their future may not be in the forests at all.

As situations are moving between these categories, often quite rapidly, it is also very important that we do not put in place, or encourage, institutional arrangements which, while they may be relevant at present, are likely to be inconsistent with changes that are taking place, or are likely to take place. For instance, does devolution of responsibility for forest management to local communities make sense in those circumstances where the role of forest products is likely to decline? What would happen to control and management of forests if the former users’ interest in forest products, and their time available for forest management and protection, declines after responsibility has been effectively transferred from the state to them?

Similar considerations arise over the more technical aspects of interventions to support people to optimise benefits from the forests they draw upon. In designing programmes to provide support to small forest product activities, it is important to recognise that there are different potential target groups with different needs and opportunities. Those in the process of starting up face different problems and constraints than those seeking to expand. New entrants driven by supply side forces, as people search for activities where they can sustain themselves, face different issues than those who are responding to market opportunities. Among those enterprises that are growing, those seeking to expand from a one-person beginning have different needs for assistance from those that aspire to graduate to larger scales of operation.

Particular issues arise in trying to help the very large numbers of people engaged in low-return forest and tree product activities that can offer no more than marginal, unsustainable livelihoods, presents particular issues. Support to such activities once higher return or less arduous alternatives emerge could impede the emergence of better livelihood systems for the participants. That being the case, it may be more fruitful to help people move into other more rewarding fields of endeavour rather than seeking to raise their productivity in their current activities. Care needs to be taken in such a case to ensure that not only current income levels but also future growth prospects are indeed better in the alternative product lines to which people are being encouraged to move (Liedholm and Mead 1993, Arnold et al. 1994).

CONCLUSIONS

Huge numbers of people draw upon forest products, or similar products from tree cover outside forests, to meet part of their subsistence and income needs. However, the importance of this people-forest relationship is not best measured or understood through attempts to estimate the numbers of people who “depend” on forest outputs for a specified share of their livelihood inputs. Even if the data existed on which one could base sound estimates of this sort, and it does not, such a focus would fail to recognise that the importance of many of these product and income flows lies in their timing and quality in terms of the livelihood strategy of the household in question, not in their magnitude.

In seeking to establish more useful ways of assessing the significance of people’s use of, and reliance on, the outputs of forests and trees, a number of other fundamental factors need to be taken into account. One is the need to distinguish between those uses which do reflect actual dependency on the forest, in the sense that the users would be left seriously worse off in their absence, and those uses which reflect choice, and the presence of adequate alternatives. Much of what gets included in most estimates of “forest-dependent people” is actually choice. Failure to recognise and clarify this can make it more difficult to focus on the problems of the main group of people who are dependent — namely the large numbers who are involved in low-input low-output forest product activities because they simply do not have alternative ways of generating income.

A second factor that has major implications is the impact of change on the different categories of user. It is becoming increasingly clear that, as we would expect from related economic theory (Godoy, Homma 1996), increasing integration into market systems, and the resulting opportunities to meet some needs from imports rather than local production, and to generate income by exporting other products previously consumed locally, can materially and rapidly alter patterns of forest product use. Activities based on low value, labour-intensive forest products and processes will usually decline, while those based on higher valued products in demand in the markets should increase.
Information about the patterns of use that we are observing in the present, that are usually dominated by low-value products, is therefore likely to be of only limited usefulness in identifying what demands people will make on the forest in the future. Clearly this has major implications for the kind of institutional, support and management interventions that might be needed and appropriate.

Another important aspect that bears on how we adapt forest management to future local needs, is the shift in the focus of production of many “forest” products to bush fallow, trees on farms and other categories of tree cover and tree stocks outside the forest. Managing natural resources to supply “forest” products may in some situations need to focus more on these “agro-forest” systems than on forests. However, this argument needs to be qualified to take account of the continuing role of the forest as a buffer. Some of those who are moving away from stagnant minimal levels of livelihood, as better alternatives emerge and their incomes rise, will continue to need the forest as a buffer to fall back on temporarily in times of hardship. An important challenge is likely to be learning how to manage forests both for growth, and also as a safety net.

A final factor, following on from the others, is that of correctly matching institutional arrangements to these changing patterns of demand, use and supply. In what ways will a sharp decline in local uses of forest products, and trends towards individualisation rather than collective local control of tree resources, affect the present thrust for governments to “hand back” forest management to local people, or at the very least to give them a decisive voice in management decisions and practices? Will “models” for local participation in decision making that rest on local collective institutions still make sense in these situations? There can be no uniform answers to such a question, but the variety of situations that is evolving will surely require a considerable degree of choice and flexibility in developing appropriate institutional arrangements.
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